Celebrate Como Zoo’s Dall’s Sheep by Making a Lamb Mask!
Do you miss our Dall’s sheep? Try this fun craft!

What you need:
- Paper dinner plate
- Scissors
- Cotton balls
- Glue

What to do:
1. Fold the paper plate in half.
2. Cut out the middle of the plate, in a half circle shape. You can use the indented line as a guide.
3. Cut the middle circle of the plate in half. These are your Dall’s sheep ears!
4. Glue the ears on the back of the plate with the curved side pointed downward.
5. Add the wool! Use cotton balls and glue to decorate. You don’t need to use a lot of glue.
6. Let the glue dry. You are all done!

Tune in to Como Live on Facebook this afternoon for a SPECIAL Como Live at 1:30pm! We will read a “Dear Como” letter to the Dall’s sheep AND announce the winning name of the new lamb!